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June 5, 2022 

 

To the saints of Christ’s church that meets at Fairview Park with the elders and deacons. We send you greetings and joy for our 

common precious faith and hope in the Lord. 

 

Everyone here is mostly well. A few have chronic problems that unfortunately will never go away, e.g. severe arthritis. Some 

are incurable. The words of Solomon and Job regarding growing old are very true. 

 

My wife is seeing bubbles and spots in her eyes now. The eye surgeon said it might be nerve damage (from what? The cataract 

surgery? If so, how due to the nature of the surgical procedure?). She will have some tests to further examine her condition in 

August. 

 

Our visitors did not return. Neither has the mentally ill person I wrote about last month. At least he hasn’t been back for three 

weeks. 

 

Our Wednesday Bible class finished Proverbs and will have finished Ecclesiastes this next Wednesday. After Song of 

Solomon, which should not take but about three weeks we will have finished our study of the “Wisdom Literature.” The class 

wanted to study 1 Corinthians next and it has been some years since we studied that letter. The two Corinthian letters are 

always timely because they are a case study of a church in trouble with divisions of almost every sort. Paul told them not to 

split, rather to work it out. He also was quite stern in his rebuke and warned them to square themselves away before he 

returned. I am not suggesting we overlook error for the sake of a false unity (I will leave that foolishness for the likes of 

Ketcherside and Garrett). However, I have in my several decades of observing brethren, seen situations where a split with the 

intent of avoiding error was almost the first option. We can become rather fractious defending the faith. This can actually 

weaken us rather than produce the result for which we are hoping. Error has to be addressed. Sinners must be confronted. 

However, there is a process for this that Paul laid out to the church in Corinth. What impresses me about these letters is that 

while I have witnessed churches that not united except for the fact that they worshipped under the same roof, none were as 

divided as Corinth. Yet how did Paul approach the problem? Hard work will be involved to be sure, but it can bring peaceable 

fruit. Admittedly, a time may come where repentance of the part of those in error, is not going to happen. It has occurred 

historically over the instrument, institutionalism, etc. Yet that should be the last option exercised.  The Corinthian letters teach 

this wise lesson. The second letter is also vital to understanding how to treat an erring brother who has returned in penitence. 

So often, I have seen brethren put such ones on “probation” in their hearts; a concept not found in the Bible. I’ll leave off now. 

Suffice it say, I am happy for the class wanting to study this and I anticipate another edifying class. 

 

Our Revelation study, Sundays, is now in the letters to the seven churches. I stopped last week to encourage the brethren for 

having handily grasped the symbolism of chapter one. If one has a working knowledge of the Bible, having read the Old 

Testament, he or she will have already dealt with much of the symbolism, be it the peculiar way Hebrews used numbers, and 

time measurement, to idiomatic metaphors. While the rest of the Revelation has increasingly difficult symbolism to decipher, 

the tools are the same. Sometimes we just need to be reminded that we are more capable than we consider ourselves. As 

Christians, we actually have an advantage over the world in this. The fanciful creations of our denominational friends and 

family are largely due to their not knowing their Bible, so they have no frame of reference from which to approach the 

figurative language of the Revelation. 

 

I continue to pray God’s blessings on your work. Your continued support of me is vital to my continuing here. I never take 

your fellowship with me in this work for granted. Thank you. 

 

In Christ, 

 

 

Kevin R. Fermenick 


